
Single Kettlebell Routine



Exercise Options
❏ Kettlebell swings
❏ KB press
❏ Kb goblet thruster
❏ KB pass thru
❏ Sumo deadlift high pull
❏ Goblet  romanian deadlifts
❏ Reverse lunges
❏ Turkish get-up
❏ Ground to overhead
❏ Goblet Squats
❏ Push press
❏ Hip thrust
❏ Burpee
❏ Mt. climbers
❏ Plank hold
❏ Hollow hold
❏ Sit-ups
❏ Lateral quick steps
❏ Star jump

Details

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZkDjeSKBt4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=57wT0MG3lWg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S93R5E_zpfU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VREQa1hxpPs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHtNLG4VsGQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HN423ZYfeBc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SNdarSummMA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yY6oyI0VTHs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3hYJ5t0rTIM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x5qZuo_04KQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJT6X67eGqU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0puvAJ4--Us
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3oTfHbk7svE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-M0jiFdiHg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tpLv5nwvqSc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KeaY-NsIYy0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cv3_HcI2BLo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FiD9KlyipqM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DctnYwfqXtI


Target Population: This workout is intended for
those that can get up and down off the floor with
minimal effort. Intermediate to expert
experience levels will have no problems with
the movements and beginners, with some
practice, should be able to perform the
movements with minimal difficulty.
Stimulus: These 10 minute workouts work great
as finishers to a weight lifting day or they can
be used as a stand alone workout. They will
challenge your heart and lung capacity, as well
as your movement prowess.
Equipment: One kettlebell or dumbbell, or any
other object you can grab with one hand such
as a milk jug.

Tips and Tricks
1) Practice: Make sure to practice the

movements a few times before trying them
in the workout. You may even just spend a



week or so practicing a few of the
movements each day before you put them
into something with a little more intensity.

2) Technique over intensity: make sure
your form feels good before you go for
heavier weight or more reps. If you find
yourself getting tired and struggling to keep
technique, do less weight or less reps, or
take a minute to recover before continuing.

3) Weekly Volume: Some with more training
experience may be able to do 1 or two
workouts per day while others will need a
day or two of active rest (walking,
stretching, etc) between workouts. If you are
sore do a day or two of active recovery such
as walking or light yoga until you are ready
to go again.

Warm-up:
- (Optional) Low progressing to moderate

intensity cardio (walking,jogging,biking, etc)
x 5-10 minutes



- World’s Greatest Warm-up v1

Cool down:
- (Optional) Low intensity cardio

(walking,jogging,biking, etc) x 5-10 minutes
- Floor Routine Cool-down v1

Sample Workouts:
❏ Every Minute On the Minute (EMOM) x 10

minutes: 10-15 repetitions (reps) kettlebell
(kb) swings / 20 sec hollow hold

❏ As Many Rounds As Possible (AMRAP) x
10 minutes: 3-5 kb press per side / 8-10
alternating (alt) goblet reverse lunges / 15
sec max rep lateral quick steps / 30 sec
plank hold

❏ 5 rounds alt between: 1 minute max rep
sumo deadlift high pull (sdhp) / 1 minute
max rep kb goblet thruster

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gOs1JBO_R7Y&t=27s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bRbD0-fqU98
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZkDjeSKBt4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZkDjeSKBt4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KeaY-NsIYy0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=57wT0MG3lWg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SNdarSummMA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FiD9KlyipqM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tpLv5nwvqSc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHtNLG4VsGQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S93R5E_zpfU


❏ 20 rounds of 20 sec work + 10 rec rest alt
between: max rep star jumps / max rep kb
swings

❏ 5 rounds: Every 120 seconds perform: 1-2
turkish get-up (TGU) right arm / 3-5 burpee /
8-10 ground to overhead (G2OH) /  3-5
burpee / 1-2 TGU left arm

❏ EMOM x 10 minutes:  5-10 kb push press
per side / 15-20  kb hip thrust

❏ AMRAP x 10 minutes: 5 Burpee / 10
Goblet Squats / 15 mt. climbers

❏ 5 rounds alt between:  1 minute max rep
sdhp OR G2OH / 1 minute max rep sit-ups

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DctnYwfqXtI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZkDjeSKBt4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZkDjeSKBt4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yY6oyI0VTHs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3oTfHbk7svE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3hYJ5t0rTIM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yY6oyI0VTHs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJT6X67eGqU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0puvAJ4--Us
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3oTfHbk7svE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x5qZuo_04KQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-M0jiFdiHg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHtNLG4VsGQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3hYJ5t0rTIM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cv3_HcI2BLo


❏ 20 rounds of 20 sec work + 10 sec rest alt
between: lateral quick steps OR star jumps /
kb goblet thruster

❏ 5 rounds: Every 120 sec perform: 8-10
plank kb pass thru / 8-10 alt goblet reverse
lunges / 8-10 plank kb pass thru / 15-20
goblet  romanian deadlifts

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FiD9KlyipqM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DctnYwfqXtI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S93R5E_zpfU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S93R5E_zpfU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VREQa1hxpPs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SNdarSummMA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SNdarSummMA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VREQa1hxpPs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HN423ZYfeBc

